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A ESTIMATE OF THE RATE OF ENTROPY DISSIPATION OFHIGH RESOLUTION MUSCL TYPE GODUNOV SCHEMES�1)Hua-zhong Tang(State Key Laboratory of Sienti� and Engineering Computing, ICMSEC, Chinese Aademyof Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)Ning Zhao(Department of Aerodynamis, Nanjing University of Aeronautis and Astronautis, Nanjing210016, China)AbstratIn this paper, following the paper [7℄, we analysis the \sharp" estimate of therate of entropy dissipation of the fully disrete MUSCL type Godunov shemesby the general ompat theory introdued by Coquel{LeFloh [1, 2℄, and �nd:beause of small visosity of the above shemes, in the vinity of shok wave, theestimate of the above shemes is more easily obtained, but for rarefation wave, wemust impose a \sharp" ondition on limiter funtion in order to keep its entropydissipation and its onvergene.Key words: Hyperboli onservation laws, MUSCL type godunov shemes, Entropydissipation, shok wave, Rarefation wave.1. IntrodutionLet us onsider the Cauhy problems for nonlinear hyperboli salar onservationlaws: �u�t + �f�x = 0; (1.1)u(x; 0) = u0(x) (1.2)where f : <�!< is Lipshitz ontinuous funtions, and the initial data u0(x) is a givenfuntion in L1(R)TL1(R). As it is well-known, this problem in general does not admitsmooth solution, so that weak solutions in the sense of distributions must be onsider.� Reeived Deember 6, 1995.1)This work was supported by the China National Aeronautial Foundation and by the ChinaPostdotoral Siene Foundation.



370 H.Z. TANG AND N. ZHAOMoreover, an entropy ondition must be added in order to ensure the uniqueness of theweak solutions of equation (1.1) and (1.2). The onvergene of high resolution shemeshas been investigated by many authers, suh as Osher and Tadmor [3℄, Vila [5℄,andCoquel and LeFloh [1, 2℄. However, some quantities depending on spae mesh size arealways introdued in their paper. In general, the di�erene shemes only depends onthe ratio of the mesh size but the mesh size. So, the introdution of these quantitiesmay be improper.In this paper, we disuss a lass of the fully disrete MUSCL type Godunov shemesbased on the general theory introdued by Coquel-LeFloh [1, 2℄. In setion 2, wereall the Godunov shemes for salar onservation laws and give its MUSCL type highresolution Godunov shemes. Setion 3 deals with the rate of entropy dissipation of theshemes. We give a ubi estimate of the "sharp" entropy inequalities of the MUSCLtype Godunov shemes in the ase of shok wave. Moreover, we anaylsis the ase ofrarefation wave, and �nd that a "sharp" ondition must be imposed on the limiterfuntions in the ase of rarefation wave, in order to ensure entropy inequalities andonvergene of the above shemes. The above limitations make these shemes fail topreserve the seond order auray.2. The Fully Disrete MUSCL Type Godunov ShemesLet us onsider �nite di�erene shemes in onservative form for onservation laws(1) and (2) un+1j = unj � �(hj+ 12 � hj� 12 ); (2.1)where � = �t=�x is the mesh ratio, and �t and �x are the variable meshsize in timeand spae diretions, respetively. hj+ 12 denotes the numerial uxhj+ 12 = h(uj�s+1; :::; uj+s); h(u; :::; u) = f(u): (2.2)As well known, the weak solution of equation (1.1) and (1.2) is not unique. So let thefuntion U(u) be any onvex funtion,so{alled the entropy funtion, and assoiatedwith entropy funtion F(u) satis�es F 0(u) = U 0(u)f 0(u). (U,F) is alled an entropypair. If the weak solution of equation (1.1) and (1.2) satis�es the following inequality:�U(u)�t + �F (u)�x � 0; (2.3)in the sense of distribution to every entropy pair (U,F), the weak solution is the unquephysial solution of equation (1.1) and (1.2). The inequality (2.3) is alled the entropyinequality (or the entropy ondition). Corresponding to the onservative sheme (2.1),the disrete entropy inequality is de�ned asU(un+1j )� U(unj ) + �(Hj+ 12 �Hj� 12 ) � 0; (2.4)


